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Abstract

The generalized oscillator strength pro®les for S 2p, S 2s and F 1s excited and ionized states of sulfur hexa¯uoride

(SF6) are reported up to very high momentum transfer. These have been measured with a variable impact energy,

variable scattering angle electron energy loss spectrometer, which is dedicated to studies of electric dipole (optically

allowed) and non-dipole (optically forbidden electric quadrupole and spin-exchange) inner shell electronic transitions of

gases, and systematic measurements of their angular and impact energy distributions in order to derive generalized

oscillator strength pro®les. In addition to presenting the SF6 results, we describe the design, construction and per-

formance of the instrument, as well as data acquisition and analysis procedures. Ó 2000 Published by Elsevier Science

B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Absolute cross-sections (oscillator strengths)
for both valence and inner shell excitation of at-
oms and molecules are required to understand
high energy phenomena in a wide variety of ®elds
including atmospheric chemistry, astrophysics, la-
ser development, lithography and radiation phys-
ics. For example, dipole and non-dipole electronic
spectroscopy of chloro¯uorcarbons [1] is of great

interest due to the participation of these species in
the depletion of the ozone layer. The rare®ed
density of the stratosphere, combined with the
presence of energetic particles mean that the for-
mation and decay of states that are not dipole-
coupled to the ground state, and also inner shell
excited states, may play a role. These conditions
are even more commonly met in the interstellar
medium. Electron impact techniques, particularly
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) under
variable momentum transfer conditions [2±4], have
the capability of providing the required absolute
cross-section information. The theoretical frame-
work for describing dipole and non-dipole EELS
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results within the ®rst-Born approximation has
been derived by Bethe [5] and elaborated in de-
tail by Inokuti [6]. Non-dipole transitions have
been studied using angle-resolved EELS in the
valence-shell excitation of many species such as N2

[7], O2, CO, NO, CO2, N2O [8] and C2H2 [9] as
well as in the inner-shell excitation of N2, NO,
N2O [10], CO2 [11,12] and sulfur hexa¯uoride
(SF6) [13±15].

In EELS, a mono-energetic beam of electrons
of incident energy E0 is elastically and inelastically
scattered in single collisions with an atom or
molecule in a ®eld-free region. The energy and
angular distribution of the inelastically scattered
electrons gives detailed spectroscopic information
about the excited states of the target. The basic
electron energy loss process can be represented as

eÿ�E0� �M!M��En� � eÿ�E1�; �1�
where eÿ is the colliding electron with incident
energy E0 and residual energy (E1) after a collision
with the target species M that excites a transition
from the ground state to an excited state of energy
En. By energy conservation, in single scattering
conditions En � E0 ÿ E1.

Momentum is also conserved:

K � k0 ÿ k1; �2a�

K2 � jKj2 � jk0 ÿ k1j2

� k2
0 � k2

1 ÿ 2k0k1 cos h; �2b�
where k0 is the wave vector of the incident electron
with momentum jk0j; k1, the wave vector of the
outgoing electron scattered through an angle h
with momentum jk1j, and K, the resultant mo-
mentum transfer.

The states detected by single photon photoab-
sorption are limited by electric dipole selection
rules. In contrast, EELS can provide a more com-
plete investigation of atomic and molecular elec-
tronic structure, due to excitation of higher-order
electric multipole transitions under conditions of
signi®cant momentum transfer, and excitation of
spin forbidden electronic transitions under low
energy impact. When the incident electron is
highly energetic (large E0) and is scattered through
a small angle, the momentum transferred to the

target from the colliding electron is very small, the
interaction between this electron and the target is
weak, and electric dipole processes dominate.
When the scattering angle becomes large (>10°),
the momentum transferred to the target from the
incident electron during the collision increases
which results in relaxation of the electric-dipole
selection rules.

f �K�, the generalized oscillator strength (GOS)
for electron scattering [5,6], which is de®ned as the
intensity of a particular electronic transition at a
speci®ed momentum transfer, provides a very
useful framework for quantitative analysis of in-
elastic electron scattering. The momentum transfer
dependence of the GOS, which we call the GOS
pro®le, can help determine the type of transition,
thus aiding spectral assignment. In its range of
validity (where the ®rst Born approximation
holds), the GOS concept condenses the �E0; h�
variables into a single variable, K2 (usually ex-
pressed in a.u.ÿ2). The GOS is related to the an-
gular dependent di�erential cross-section for
inelastic electron scattering by [5,6]

f �K� � �Enk0K2=2k1��dr=dX�; �3�

where dh=dX is the measured di�erential scattering
cross-section, which is the intensity of inelastic
scattering of an incident beam of energy E0 into a
solid angle dX at a speci®c energy loss, En (for
continuum processes, the relevant terms are
df �K�=dE and (d2r=dXdE)). We note that, even
outside the range of validity of the ®rst Born ap-
proximation, one can express angular dependence
of inner-shell intensities through an apparent
GOS, since the more correct, angular dependent
di�erential cross-section, can be readily derived as
long as the impact energy is speci®ed.

This paper describes the design, construc-
tion and operating procedures of an electron
energy-loss spectrometer optimized for inner-shell
spectroscopic studies under a wide range of ex-
perimental scattering conditions. The spectrometer
performs quantitative studies of dipole allowed
(small angle), spin forbidden (variable E0), and
dipole forbidden (variable angle), valence and
inner-shell experiments. Other EELS spectrome-
ters for inner-shell studies are optimized for only
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one or a few of these areas. The Waterloo system
[1,15±20] uses a ®xed, high impact energy (2.5
keV), has a comparatively limited angular range,
and modest energy resolution (0.8 eV FWHM).
The Indiana [7] and Rome spectrometers [10] have
a large angular range but modest resolution (>0.5
eV FWHM). The Manchester spectrometer [21,22]
works at extremely low impact energies with
modest resolution (�0.8 eV FWHM) and a ®xed
90° scattering geometry.

The McMaster spectrometer has already been
used to study non-dipole inner-shell excitation of a
variety of species. Spin-forbidden, C 1s core ex-
cited triplet states of CO, C2H4, C2H2 and C6H6

have been characterized [23]. The momentum
transfer dependence and vibrational structure of
the (C 1sÿ1,p*) 3P state of CO was investigated
[24]. The spectroscopy and GOS pro®les for S 2p
and S 2s excitation of SF6 [13,14,25,26] and for C
1s and O 1s excitation of CO2 [11] have also been
studied.

Good electron spectroscopy instrumentation
[2±4] relies on a proper understanding of the op-
tical properties [27] and practical realization of
electron optical elements, such as lenses and dis-
persion elements [27±32]. An important concept is
that of conservation of �etendue, as expressed in the
Helmholtz±Lagrange law. This requires compro-
mises between beam current and energy resolution
which are fundamentally related to the source
brightness. In addition, at low electron energies
space charge builds up and degrades the perfor-
mance, particularly of electron monochromators
[29]. The focusing and energy dispersing properties
of hemispherical de¯ectors were ®rst investigated
by Purcell [30]. Later, Read et al. [31] concluded
that hemispherical optics provide the best current-
resolution compromise as monochromator and
thus our spectrometer uses hemispherical optics
for both monochromator and analyzer. The design
principles used for the spectrometer are similar to
those outlined in Ref. [32].

Our goal is to measure GOS pro®les and sys-
tematically investigate their relationship to the
electronic structure and bonding of the target
species. The dependence of GOS values on elec-
tronic structure can be understood in further detail
by recognizing that the GOS can be expanded as a

power series in K2 of terms involving the various
electric multipole matrix elements [6] (Eq. (3)):

df =dE � A� BK2 � CK4 � � � � ; �4�
where A is the optical oscillator strength (OOS):

A � he1i2; �5a�

B � he2i2 ÿ 2e1e3; �5b�

C � he3i2 ÿ 2e2e4 � 2e1e5; �5c�
and ei is the ith order electric multipole matrix
element (i � 1 dipole, 2 quadrupole, 3 octupole,
etc.).

In the limit of zero momentum transfer (in®-
nitely high energies and scattering angle of 0°), the
GOS becomes the OOS. This cannot be measured
directly by EELS since there is always a ®nite
momentum transfer in every inelastic collision due
to ®nite impact energy and ®nite scattering angles.
However, a good estimate of the OOS can be de-
rived in cases where the GOS is slowly varying at
low K by extrapolating the measured GOS values
to K � 0.

The modi®ed Lassettre series [33,34], provides a
semi-empirical connection between measured GOS
pro®les and the coe�cients in Eqs. (5a)±(5c):

f �K;E� � 1

�1� x�6 f0

Xm

n�0

fn

f0

x
1� x

� �n

; �6�

where x � K2=��2I�1=2 � �2jI ÿ Enj�1=2�2, I is the
ionization potential and En is the excitation energy
of a particular discrete transition. Quantum me-
chanically, fn are related to linear combinations of
the respective multipole matrix elements. f �0;E� is
the OOS value.

The original Lassettre series was developed to
quantitatively deduce precise OOS values by ex-
trapolating GOS data measured by angle-resolved
EELS, to the K � 0 limit. The second term in the
series (f1) is related to the quadrupole matrix ele-
ment and the product of dipole and octupole
matrix elements (Eq. (5b)) [2,35]. Higher-order
terms give measures of other electric multipole
contributions. In practice, the summation is usu-
ally limited to m � 3 since including higher-order
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terms increases the error in lower terms, making
their values unreliable. A direct electric quadru-
pole transition would be characterized by a posi-
tive f1 value. In contrast, f1 for an electric dipole
transition is negative since the product of the di-
pole and octupole matrix elements is a larger
positive value than the quadrupole matrix element.
This results in a maximum for the quadrupole
transitions and a continuous drop-o� for the di-
pole transitions.

In order to demonstrate the spectrometer ca-
pabilities, this paper reports an extensive study of
the GOS pro®les for inner-shell excitation of SF6.
SF6 is a very useful system to obtain a detailed
understanding of inner shell excitation spectro-
scopy and core state dynamics. SF6 belongs to a
family of molecules in which a central atom forms
polar bonds with two or more electronegative at-
oms as in BF3, SiCl4, etc. [36]. Nefedov [37] ®rst
proposed the existence of a potential barrier in
molecules like SF6. Initially, this barrier was at-
tributed to a net repulsive interaction in the vi-
cinity of the electronegative atoms in the molecule
[36,37], but modern understanding [38±41] attri-
butes the barrier to a centrifugal potential associ-
ated with high angular momentum of the ejected
photoelectron since the continuum resonances
appear at speci®c energies in selected angular-
momentum partial waves of the outgoing electron
in the ®nal state.

The present work builds on recent GOS studies
of SF6 with the same spectrometer [11,13,14].
These studies of the GOS for S 2p and S 2s core
excitation of SF6 extend to much higher squared
momentum transfer (up to K2 � 40 a.u.ÿ2) than
previous studies which had restricted the upper K2

range to only 6 [15] or 18 a.u.ÿ2 [13]. This has al-
lowed us to show de®nitively that the shapes of the
GOS pro®les for the two dipole forbidden bands
(A,B) di�er and that the B band must accommo-
date two or more states. Further, the GOS pro®les
for F 1s excitation of SF6 are reported for the ®rst
time. All of the SF6 results reported in this paper
are new, having been obtained with a revised ap-
paratus and di�erent analysis procedures. Given
that a major result of our earlier study [13] was a
large disagreement (factors of 2±4) in the quanti-
tative GOS values for inner shell excited SF6 rel-

ative to those reported by Ying et al. [15], these
new results are an important, independent test. We
®nd very good agreement with our earlier results.

2. Spectrometer design

The spectrometer is a relatively conventional
electrostatic-based design [2±4] which consists of a
thermionic electron source, an optional mono-
chromator, a collision region, an electron velocity
analyzer, a detection system sensitive to single
electrons (both serial and parallel detectors are
used), along with several electrostatic lens systems
to transport, accelerate, and condition the beam
among these elements. Full hemispherical electro-
static de¯ectors are used for both monochromator
and analyzer. Energy loss spectra, the distribution
of electrons inelastically scattered by a sample gas
at a ®xed detection angle, are measured by re-
tarding the electrons to a constant ®nal energy
(and therefore ®xed resolution) prior to velocity
analysis. The energy loss spectrum is scanned by
adding the desired energy loss to the impact energy
before the collision.

Our main goal is to study dipole-forbidden core
excitation processes. Therefore, the electron optics
has to accommodate impact energies from a few
hundred eV to a few keV, the scattering angle has
to be adjustable over a wide range (achieved in this
case by mechanically scanning the analyzer and
detector), and the overall e�ciency of the optics
and velocity selectors has to be as high as possible
due to the low cross-sections of the features of
interest.

Cross-sectional, three-dimensional and plan
views of the spectrometer are presented in Fig. 1.
The original design of the spectrometer is capable
of variable impact energy (200±2000 eV) and
variable scattering angle (ÿ35° to �85°), relative
to the monochromator. Two pumping systems are
used to provide di�erential pumping of the spec-
trometer relative to the gas sample, which is either
an e�usive jet or a collision cell. The deceleration
lens, analyzer and detector are mounted on a
computer controlled, rotatable platform. The
electron optics were designed using principles
enunciated by Kuyatt [42,43], tabulated lens
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properties [27], and evaluated with the electrostatic
lens design program SIMIONSIMION [44], which analyzes
charged particle trajectories in a system of elec-
trostatic ®elds created by a collection of shaped
electrodes, all tube type lenses of cylindrical sym-
metry in this case. The electron gun is a design
adapted from Tronc (private communication),
which produces high current at low electron en-
ergy. Thermionic emission from a DC-heated

tungsten hairpin ®lament is used since it has better
stability, higher emission, and reduced sensitivity
to reactive gases, relative to indirectly heated oxide
cathodes. The monochromator exit lens, a design
adapted from a ®ve-element lens of Heddle and
Papadovassilakis [45], accelerates the energy se-
lected beam of low energy electrons (typically 10±
25 eV) up to the impact energy (200±2000 eV). The
analyzer entrance lens accepts inelastically scat-
tered electrons, decelerates and focuses them to the
analyzer pass energy at the analyzer entrance
plane. After exploring a number of less complex
designs, a seven elements lens was selected. Fig. 2
characterizes the voltages ratios used for the
monochromator and analyzer lenses. These ratios
are derived from the experimental operational
voltages, which are routinely recorded. Table 1

Fig. 2. (a) Characteristic lens voltage ratios as a function of the

overall acceleration ratio V �L5�=V �L1� for the monochromator

exit lens �d ± V �L4�=V �L2�; s ± V �L3�=V �L2��; (b) Character-

istic lens voltage ratios as a function of the overall deceleration

ratio V �L7�=V �L1� for the analyzer entrance lens (d ± V �L5�=
V �L3�; s ± V �L3�=V �L1�; m ± V �L4�=V �L2�; n ± V �L6�=V �L4��.
The inset ®gures are schematics of the monochromator exit lens

and analyzer entrance lens.

Fig. 1. Schematics of the spectrometer. (a) Cross-section view,

showing (1) the electron gun, (2) the monochromator, (3) the

monochromator exit lens, (4) the gas cell, (5) the capillary ar-

ray, (6) the analyzer entrance lens, (7) the analyzer and (8) the

detector. The (b) 3D view and (c) top view show both mono-

chromated and unmonochromated implementations. The un-

monochromated electron gun is positioned at the same level as

the analyzer lens and faces the collision cell.
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compares lens ratios predicted from the theoretical
simulations with those observed in practice. While
the voltages predicted by the SIMIONSIMION [44] simula-
tions provided useful starting points for initial
operation of the spectrometer, over time, tuning
(often through a multi-parameter computer opti-
mization procedure) has lead to rather large devi-
ations from the anticipated voltages. Examination
of the focus curves in standard electron optics texts
[27] indicates that any lens with three or more el-
ements has at least two sets of conjugate object-
image points. We believe the deviations between
actual and predicted optimum voltage ratios rep-
resent a shift from one operating branch to an-
other in the complex focus parameter space. The
data in Table 1 should be useful for those evalu-
ating the extent to which SIMIONSIMION-based lens op-
timization procedures actually predict global, as
opposed to local, optima. Both the monochro-
mator and analyzer dispersion elements are full
180° hemispherical electrostatic de¯ectors since
this geometry provides superior performance for
electron scattering studies that are di�erential in
both energy and angle [31,46].

The collision region can be con®gured in two
ways. In the early period of operation, the gas was
introduced as an e�usive jet formed by expansion
through a metallic capillary array. 1 For recent

high momentum transfer studies, where intensity is
critical, the capillary array was surrounded by a
collision cell, to achieve a higher gas density
without increasing the apparatus working pres-
sure.

For all work published to date, the detector has
been a channel electron multiplier. The ampli®ed
pulses from single electrons are processed using
standard pulse counting techniques with a custom
built combined pre-ampli®er, ampli®er and dis-
criminator circuit. Recently a resistive anode, po-
sition sensitive parallel detector (Quantar 3300 2)
has been installed and has been shown to provide a
signi®cant enhancement in signal rates over single
channel detection [47]. The computer-controlled
DC lens supply electronics were designed and
constructed in-house.

In order to demonstrate the performance in the
monochromated mode, Fig. 3(a) presents vibra-
tionally resolved spectra of the (C 1sÿ1,p*) 3P and
(C 1sÿ1,p*) 1P states in CO at 285.9 and 287.4 eV
recorded with an energy resolution of 0.18 eV [25].
The dipole regime performance is inferior to that
of the highest performance inner shell energy loss
spectrometers [32,48±50], but the ability to achieve
vibrational resolution under the low cross-section
near threshold conditions needed for exciting the
triplet state is rare. This capability allows us to
study vibrational resolved non-dipole core excita-

Table 1

Theoretical vs. experimental voltage ratios for spectrometer lenses

Acceleration ratio

V �L5�=V �L1�
V �L4�=V �L2� V �L3�=V �L2�
Experiment Theory Experiment Theory

Monochromator exit lens

15 2.6 1.7 10.1a 0.3a

50 2.8 2.9 6.4 1.4

100 3.6 2.5 2.6a 0.7a

Deceleration ratio

V �L7�=V �L1�
V �L4�=V �L2� V �L6�=V �L4� V �L5�=V �L3� V �L3�=V �L2�
Experiment Theory Experiment Theory Experiment Theory Experiment Theory

Analyzer entrance lens

5 1.4 1.3 0.8 0.4 1.5 2.5 0.8 0.6

50 5.0 2.9 5.6a 0.3a 3.0 13.2 1.8a 0.5a

a Bold entries indicate lens operation on a di�erent electron optical branch from that predicted theoretically (see text).

1 Minitubes ± Grenoble, 7, Ave. de Grand Chatelet, 38100

Grenoble, France. 2 Quantar Technology Inc., Santa Cruz, CA, 95060.
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tion in many systems. Fig. 3(b) demonstrates the
variable impact energy capability of the spec-
trometer with results of a study of the (C 1sÿ1,p*)
3P state of CO at 286.0 eV, which is only detect-
able when the impact energy approaches the en-
ergy of excitation [24]. Inner-shell experiments at
low impact energy are particularly di�cult since
both high resolution and high sensitivity are
needed to detect these weak processes. Ref. [13]
presents S 2p spectra of SF6 recorded under con-
ditions of quite di�erent scattering angle and im-
pact energy, but with nearly constant momentum
transfer. This type of experiment, which exploits
both the variable angle and variable impact energy
capability of the spectrometer, is very useful to
check for validity of the ®rst-Born approximation
[5,6] which is a fundamental underlying assump-
tion of the GOS concept.

In order to provide greater signal at large mo-
mentum transfer, a con®guration for unmono-
chromated operation was implemented. For this, a
commercial, glancing incidence Auger electron
gun is mounted beside the monochromator (Fig.

1). This electron gun provides an electron beam of
much greater intensity (up to 10 lA vs. <0.1 lA in
monochromated mode), an acceptable beam size
(�1 mm), and modest energy resolution (0.6±0.8
eV). The beam is formed by tungsten ®lament
emission, a standard anode-grid-focus combina-
tion, and a pair of de¯ector plates at the gun exit
for beam steering. The beam goes through the gas
cell and either hits the side of the analyzer entrance
lens, or is trapped by a current monitoring plate at
large scattering angles. The electron guns for
monochromated and unmonochromated opera-
tion are powered by the same electronics. In order
to have good di�erential pumping between the
main chamber and the collision region, a collision
cell was installed around the capillary array, thus
greatly increasing the gas density in the scattering
region and therefore the intensity of the inelasti-
cally scattered signal.

3. Operating procedures and data analysis

The GOS for a particular electronic transition
as a function of momentum transfer (K) is called
the GOS pro®le. GOS pro®les are plotted in terms
of K2 rather than K since the Bethe-Born expan-
sion (Eq. (4)) is expressed in even powers of K. In
order to obtain an absolute GOS pro®le, all other
factors, such as pressure, incident beam current,
acquisition time, etc., that determine the signal
strength, are either held constant, or variations in
their values are measured and taken into account.
Thus, the raw data is systematically normalized to
beam current, gas pressure, and acquisition time.
With appropriate normalization (and compensa-
tion for this normalization when error bars are
being evaluated), spectra acquired under di�erent
conditions can be combined in order to provide
better statistics. In addition to ensuring reliable
and reproducible observations, it is necessary
to correct for several systematic distortions, and to
convert the measured relative cross-sections to
absolute oscillator strengths. The measurements
are made in one of two modes, called ``energy-
scan'' and ``angle-scan'', each of which are de-
scribed below, along with the procedures used to
derive absolute GOS pro®les.

Fig. 3. (a) Vibrational band structure of the X 1R� !
�C 1sÿ1;p��3P and X 1R� ! �C 1sÿ1;p��1P transitions record-

ed at 1520 and 140 eV residual energy, 8° scattering angle and

0.18 eV FWHM resolution. The peaks have been placed on a

relative energy scale to facilitate line shape comparison. (b)

Electron energy loss spectra of CO in the region of the (C 1sÿ1,

p*) 3P and 1P states recorded at residual energies of 90, 105

and 1520 eV and scattering angles of 4°, 4° and 2°, respectively

[24].
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Fig. 4. Cell, non-cell and non-gas as-recorded spectra for C 1s excitation of COS measured at 4° with a ®nal electron energy of 1300

eV. Each spectrum has been normalized to time, pressure and beam current. The inset ®gure shows the raw data from angle-scan

measurements of the angular dependence of the C 1s excitation spectrum of COS.
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3.1. Acquisition modes

3.1.1. Energy-scan mode
In the energy-scan mode, high quality signal-

averaged energy loss spectra are recorded at a ®xed
scattering angle under conditions called ``cell'',
``non-cell'' and ``non-gas''. The cell mode is the
conventional spectrum with high sample gas den-
sity in the collision cell. In the non-cell measure-
ment, the sample is introduced outside of the
collision cell to the same main chamber pressure.
The non-cell spectra are acquired to subtract the
signal from scattering by gas outside the collision
cell. In the non-gas measurements, the signal from
residual gas, detector background and scattering
of the wings of the main beam from parts of the
apparatus is measured. It is important to measure
non-gas spectra regularly to check the spectrome-
ter tuning. If the spectrometer is tuned correctly
this signal is less than 1% of the cell signal. At each
scattering angle, the cell spectra are subtracted
from the non-cell spectra. The corrected spectrum
used for subsequent processing is obtained from
the di�erence (cell±non-cell), and normalized to
the pressure in the collision cell during the cell
measurements. This corrected spectrum contains
only the contribution from the main gas density in
the collision cell. Fig. 4 shows cell, non-cell and
non-gas C 1s spectra of COS recorded at 4°, and a
®nal electron energy of 1300 eV, along with the
corrected spectrum. Energy scales are calibrated
by recording the spectrum of a gas mixture, using
the energy of a well-known transition as reference
(e.g., the C 1s! p� of CO2 [50]).

Relative cross-sections for each resolved elec-
tronic transition are then derived. First, the un-
derlying ionization continuum background is
removed by subtracting a smooth curve deter-
mined from a curve ®t of a linear, binomial or
exponential function to the continuum structure
below the onset of core excitation. The back-
ground subtracted spectra are then simultaneously
®t using a multi-®le optimization procedure [51] to
a spectroscopic model consisting of a combination
of Gaussian peak shapes and arc tangent or error
function edge shapes to represent the ionization
continua. The peak areas associated with each fea-
ture are geometry-distorted relative cross-sections.

They are determined for each feature at all scat-
tering angles at which energy-scan spectra are ac-
quired.

Next, a geometric correction, G�h� shown in
Fig. 5, is applied to the measured relative cross-
sections. This correction takes into account two
factors: ®rst, the changes in geometric overlap
caused by changes in the size and shape of the
interaction region with the scattering angle (the
collision path length in high gas density regions is
longer at small angles); second, the existence of a
non-uniform gas distribution inside the collision
cell. Brinkman and Trajmar [52] have presented a
detailed discussion of the importance and meth-
odology of these corrections for electron scattering
from e�usive jet gas sources. Here, we outline our
approach for correction when the sample is a gas
cell. There are several approximations involved.

Fig. 5. Geometric correction function used to correct the an-

gular dependence of the overlap of incident beam, analyzer

viewing cone, and spatial variation of the gas density. The inset

schematic shows the geometry used to derive the analytical

form for the correction factor.
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The entrance of the analyzer is assumed to be a
point, the incident and scattered ¯ux are assumed
to be parallel beams; and the gas density in the cell
is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution. The
geometric correction as a function of the scattering
angle is obtained by integration of the Gaussian
function f �z� that represents the gas distribution in
the intersection volume and is expressed as

f �z� � A exp ��ÿ ln 2�z2�=�w=2�2�; �7�
where A is the amplitude factor used to normalize
the geometrical correction to a maximum value of
1 and z is half of the acceptance length of the
beam, obtained from geometrical considerations
(see Fig. 5 for de®nitions of the angles):

z � d tanc=� sinh� cosh tanc�: �8�
This correction function is speci®c to our gas

cell. Other corrections must be developed for dif-
ferent spectrometers. For example, the earlier GOS
studies [13,25] used an e�usive jet as the sample
and thus required a very di�erent geometric cor-
rection procedure. Other methods for correcting
for ®nite scattering volume and detector geometry
e�ects have been reported by Bonham [53,54].

3.1.2. Angle-scan mode
In the Ôangle-scanÕ mode, the signal averaged

measurements are carried out using scattering an-
gle rather than energy loss as the control parame-
ter. However, since the speed of mechanical
scanning is limited, we optimize the acquisition
process by measuring signals at a number of energy
loss values at each scattering angle. An example of
raw data from an angle-scan is given by the inset in
Fig. 4. For a ®xed acquisition period, the angle-
scan mode provides a means of achieving a much
denser sampling of the scattering angle (and thus
momentum transfer), thereby providing more de-
tailed GOS pro®les. However, high quality energy-
scan mode spectra are essential to ensure proper
spectroscopic analysis at all momentum transfers,
and to allow checks for systematic errors. If the
spectrometer operates with the correct and stable
tuning (i.e., there is no insulating contamination of
the spectrometer surfaces or beam degradation
over the period of the measurements), the nor-

malized and calibrated Ôangle-scanÕ and Ôenergy-
scanÕ data recorded for the same energy loss range,
the same K2, and same impact energy, are the same
within mutual experimental uncertainties. This is
often, but not always, the case. Comparison of
angle-scan and energy-scan results is carried out to
detect systematic errors in either mode.

The Ôangle-scanÕ data is analyzed using the same
multi-®le ®tting procedure described in the energy-
scan mode. After an acceptable multi-®le ®t for all
energy-scan spectra, the angle-scan spectra are
added and the ®t is repeated, such that the ®nal
result is determined by a uni®ed treatment of the
energy-scan and angle-scan data. It is critical to
have accurate energy calibration of all spectra,
since the energy positions and the peak widths are
kept constant in the multi-®le ®tting procedure.
After determining the peak areas, the geometric
and the kinematic corrections are applied to the
angle-scan results, just as in the energy-scan
analysis, to obtain relative GOS.

3.2. Absolute generalized oscillator strengths

The limiting behavior at small K values can be
used to normalize the relative GOS to previously
determined absolute OOS, the GOS at K � 0.
Typically, the GOS is extrapolated over a range of
low K2 values to K2 � 0 to obtain frel�0�. The ratio
of frel�0� to the OOS for one or more strong
transitions provides a scale factor which is used to
convert all of the relative GOS to absolute GOS
pro®les. The extrapolation may be done by a
number of methods [53±55]. Section 4 illustrates
the results obtained for SF6.

Experimental uncertainties for the derived GOS
values are typically determined from the energy-
scan data. The uncertainty is the quadrature sum
of the uncertainties in the momentum transfer �K2�
and in the peak area determination. The uncer-
tainty in K2 is determined from propagating the
uncertainty in the scattering angle (0.25°) through
to the associated K2 value (Eq. (2b)). The uncer-
tainty in the peak area includes uncertainty in the
gas pressure (�2%) and the incident beam current
(�1%), along with contributions from the statis-
tical precision of the data, all added in quadrature.
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It should be noted that signi®cant systematic er-
rors may be associated with various aspects of the
data treatment. A proper geometric correction is
important [52] since, if the geometrical correction
is not applied the intensity of the signal at low
scattering angles is substantially overestimated.
Finally, the absolute GOS values are only as ac-
curate as the literature OOS to which we normalize
our relative values. The spread in literature OOS
values can be as high as 30%.

4. Generalized oscillator strengths for inner shell

excitation of SF6

In order to illustrate the instrumental perfor-
mance for measuring absolute GOS over wide
momentum transfer ranges, we present detailed

results for the S 2p, S 2s and F 1s GOS pro®les of
SF6. The scienti®c motivation for this study, and
its relationship to earlier studies are given in Sec-
tion 1 of this paper. Ref. [25] discusses the inner
shell spectroscopy of SF6 in detail while Ref. [26]
presented the S 2p and S 2s spectra at very high
momentum transfer.

4.1. SF6 inner shell spectroscopy

Fig. 6 compares energy loss spectra of SF6 at
the S 2p, S 2s and F 1s edges, recorded under di-
pole-dominated and non-dipole conditions. Tables
2±4 list the peak energies used in the data analysis,
along with their spectral interpretation [25,56].

The dipole-regime S 2p spectrum is dominated
by three bands, corresponding to excitation to the
dipole coupled states arising from S 2p excitation

Fig. 6. Background subtracted electron energy loss spectra of SF6 recorded with 1400 eV ®nal electron energy in the S 2p, S 2s and F 1s

region in both near-dipole (4°) and non-dipole conditions (F 1s ± 24°, S 2s ± 36°, S 2p ± 36°). The hatched lines indicate the ionization

potentials as measured by photoelectron spectroscopy [60,61].
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to the a1g, t2g and eg virtual valence orbitals. Under
strong non-dipole conditions, there are two addi-
tional bands (A and B) which are associated with
non-dipole coupled states arising from S 2p exci-
tation to the t1u virtual valence orbital. At strongly
non-dipole conditions, the relative intensity of the
second dipole forbidden feature increases dra-

matically to the extent that, above K2 � 40 a.u.ÿ2,
the transition to the ``B state'' becomes the most
intense spectral feature, even stronger than the
transition to the T1u(t2g) state which dominates the
dipole spectrum [26].

Because the S 2s core level has opposite parity
to the S 2p level, the dipole/non-dipole character

Table 2

Energies, widths, line shapes and optical oscillator strengths derived from a constrained multiple ®le curve-®t analysis of the S 2p

spectra of SF6

State E (eV)a Line type Width (eV)a OOS ��10ÿ2�b
This work Literature

[13] [36] [56]

T1u(a1g)-3/2 172.5 Gaussian 1.41 9.1 7.9 9.6 8.7

T1u(a1g)-1/2 173.6 Gaussian 1.14

A(t1u) 177.5 Gaussian 2.86 3.5 0.9

Continuum 1c 180.4 Error function 1.50

IP (3/2)d 180.4

IP (1/2)d 181.6

B(t1u) 181.2 Gaussian 2.06 0.06 0.06

T1u(t2g)-3/2 183.4 Gaussian 1.10 21 23 23 18

T1u(t2g)-1/2 184.6 Gaussian 1.06

Continuum 2c 192.8 Error function 2.50

T1u(eg) 195.9 Gaussian 2.73 19 20 34 24

T1u(eg) 197.4 Gaussian 3.36

a The energy and width of each feature is ®xed to these values during the ®t. Only the intensities were varied in ®tting the spectrum at

each angle.
b The GOS scales were set by normalizing the extrapolated OOS for the sum of the 3=2 and 1=2 components of the values reported by

Dehmer [36] (0.096 for a1g and 0.23 for t2g) and by Blechschmidt et al. [58] (0.087 for a1g and 0.18 for t2g). In the ®tting, the 3=2 and 1=2

components were ®t separately.
c The spectra are ®t to two separate continua to take into account inner-well and outer-well regions of the potential barrier. The details

are discussed in Ref. [13].
d Ionization potential from XPS measurements [60,61].

Table 3

Energies, widths, line shapes and optical oscillator strengths derived from a constrained multiple ®le curve-®t analysis of the S 2s

spectra of SF6

State E (eV)a Line type Width (eV)a OOS ��10ÿ2�b
A1g(a1g) 237.4 Gaussian 2.83 1.5

T1u(t1u) 240.4 Gaussian 2.83 3.6

Continuum 244.7 Arctangent 1.25

IPc 244.7

T2g(t2g) 246.8 Gaussian 2.14 0.7

Eg(eg) 258.5 Gaussian 5.10 1.3

Eg(eg) 262.8 Gaussian 7.97

a The energy and width of each feature is ®xed to these values during the ®t. Only the intensities were varied in ®tting the spectrum at

each angle.
b GOS scale set by correlating S 2s and S 2p scales in a simultaneous measurement of both edges under near-dipole conditions.
c Ionization potential from XPS [61].
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of transitions to the same upper level is reversed.
In addition, since the S 2s level is non-degenerate,
the orbital and state picture of the S 2s spectros-
copy are interchangeable, which is not the case for
the S 2p or F 1s excitation, where a full state
picture is essential [25]. Thus, there is only one
dipole-allowed S 2s excitation and three dipole-
forbidden, quadrupole-allowed S 2s transitions. As
shown in Fig. 6, there is a very marked re-
arrangement of spectral intensities with increasing
momentum transfer, as discussed earlier [26].

A correct symmetry analysis of F 1s excitation
of SF6 [25] shows there are ®ve excited states that
are dipole coupled to the ground state. A super®-
cial examination of the F 1s spectrum suggests that
there are four resonances corresponding to F 1s
excitations, which previously had been assigned to
the four virtual valence orbitals [57]. A closer ex-
amination reveals a distinct shoulder on the sec-
ond peak, with an energy of 692.4 eV, which is 1.6
eV below the peak maximum at 694.0 eV. The F 1s
spectral shape changes negligibly with increasing
momentum transfer, suggesting that either the di-
pole states dominate at all scattering conditions or
that any additional quadrupole states are not en-
ergy resolved and have similar GOS pro®les such
that their contributions are merged with the ap-
parent dipole contributions. Interestingly, a recent
combined experimental±computational study of
the GOS for O 1s excitation of CO2 [11] suggested
that in cases of core excitation from chemically
equivalent sites, the non-dipole excitation channel

can be as strong as the dipole channel at ®nite
momentum transfer.

4.2. GOS pro®les for inner shell excitation of SF6

4.2.1. S 2p
Generalized oscillator strength pro®les are

shown for three dipole allowed S 2p transitions
and for the S 2p continuum in Fig. 7, and for the
two dipole-forbidden S 2p transitions in Fig. 8.
The absolute GOS scale for the S 2p region was set
by matching the graphical extrapolation to K2 � 0
of the relative GOS pro®le for the T1u(a1g) and
T1u(t2g) states to the average values reported by
Dehmer [35] (0.096 for a1g and 0.23 for t2g) and by
Blechschmidt et al. [58] (0.087 for a1g and 0.18 for
t2g). Since there is signi®cant disagreement in the
literature OOS values, using the mean literature
OOS implies �15% uncertainty in the absolute
GOS values. The results derived from the Ôenergy-
scanÕ and Ôangle-scanÕ modes are plotted sepa-
rately. In almost all cases, there is good agreement
between these two sets of results. Fits of the GOS
pro®les to a three-term, modi®ed Lassettre series
(Eq. (6)) are also plotted in Figs. 7 and 8 (and the
other ®gures reporting GOS). The coe�cients
from the Lassettre ®ts are summarized in Table 5.

The GOS for all three dipole-allowed transi-
tions decay relatively smoothly to higher K2 from a
maximum at K2 � 0. The shape and absolute val-
ues determined in this work are in good agreement
with our previous results [13]. The spectrometer

Table 4

Energies, widths, line shapes and optical oscillator strengths derived from a constrained multiple ®le curve-®t analysis of the F 1s

spectra of SF6

State E (eV)a Line type Width (eV)a OOS ��10ÿ2�b
T1u(a1g) 687.9 Gaussian 2.36 10.7

T1u(t1u) 691.4 (sh) Gaussian 1.66 2.1

T1u(t1u) 693.5 Gaussian 3.25 17.6

Continuum 694.6 Error function 1.3

IPc 694.6

T1u(t2g) 698.8 Gaussian 2.60 9.9

T1u(eg) 712.1 Gaussian 4.41 4.7

a The energy and width of each feature is ®xed to these values during the ®t. Only the intensities were varied in ®tting the spectrum at

each angle.
b GOS scale was set by matching the relative data to the absolute GOS value at K2 � 4 a.u.ÿ2 [25].
c Ionization potential from XPS [61].
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and procedures we have used in this work both
di�er substantially from the earlier study (in par-
ticular, use of a di�erent electron source, a di�er-
ent gas sample arrangement, and a di�erent
geometric correction factor). Thus, the good
agreement provides strong and independent sup-
port and support that the derivation of GOS from
peak areas with geometry correction is the correct
approach, rather than a simple peak maximum
measurement as reported by Ying et al. [1,15]. The

methodology they have used ignores scattering
geometry corrections and is a strong function of
experimental resolution.

The GOS pro®le for the dipole forbidden ``A
state'' signal shows a maximum at K2 � 4±6 a.u.ÿ2,
and is in good agreement with the earlier results
[13]. The intensity of the A state is non-zero in the
optical limit [56]. The observations suggest there
are two excitation mechanisms for this state: a
vibronically allowed one, which gives rise to the
weak component observed optically [6,7] and a
dipole-forbidden mechanism [25,56].

In the case of the B(t1u) transition, there is good
agreement between values obtained from energy-
scan and angle-scan modes, and the agreement
with the earlier values [13] is reasonable, at least at
small K2 values. We note that the data reported in
Ref. [13] was recorded using �0.3 eV resolution
rather than the �0.7 eV resolution of the present
work. It is interesting to note that, even though the
two states are associated with the same electron
con®guration, the excitations to the A and B states
have quite di�erent GOS pro®les. The OOS for the
B state is zero, and the B state GOS pro®le con-

Fig. 7. GOS pro®les for the T1u(a1g), T1u(t2g) and T1u(eg) di-

pole-coupled S 2p excited states. The GOS absolute scales were

established by normalization to the average literature of two

OOS values for the a1g and t2g transitions [35,58]. The solid lines

are the result of ®ts of the data to the Lassettre series (Eq. (6)).

The optical oscillator strengths estimated from Lassettre ®t

extrapolation of the GOS are shown by the open squares at

K2 � 0.

Fig. 8. GOS pro®les for the A(t1u) and B(t1u) quadrupole-

coupled S 2p excitation signals. The GOS absolute scales were

set from the OOS values for the a1g and t2g transitions. The solid

lines are the result of ®ts of the data to the Lassettre series

(Eq. (6)). The optical oscillator strengths estimated from Las-

settre ®t extrapolation of the GOS are shown by the open

squares at K2 � 0.
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tains higher signal above 10 a.u.ÿ2, continuing to
increase right to the maximum K2 sampled. Indeed
the B state GOS is still rising at K2 � 113 a.u.ÿ2

(13°, E0 � 1480 eV) [26]. This suggests that there
are at least two di�erent states contributing to the
``B state'' signal, consistent with the lineshape
analysis of the high resolution spectrum reported
in Ref. [25].

The fn values derived from the ®t to the modi-
®ed Lassettre equation (Eq. (6)) exhibit sign al-
ternation. This was also observed by both Ying
et al. [15] and Turci et al. [13]. The fn=f0 ratios for
the dipole allowed transitions in S 2p are found to
be similar in magnitude to the ones from Refs.
[13,15]. The fn=f0 ratios determined for the A, B
dipole-forbidden S 2p transitions are smaller than
in the previous study [13], consistent with the ob-
served di�erence in the GOS shape as well as the
presence of a second maximum in both pro®les,
which is only seen in the present work due to the
much larger K2 range investigated.

4.2.2. S 2s
Fig. 9 presents the GOS pro®les for the four S

2s transitions and for the S 2s continuum. The
relative S 2s GOS were converted to an absolute

scale by simultaneously measuring the S 2p! t2g

and S 2s! t1u intensities under near-dipole con-
ditions (K2 � 0:5 a.u.ÿ2). The ratio of peak areas
(0.205) was combined with the S 2p GOS scale
factor to generate the scale factor for the S 2s
GOS. Although some early results were presented
elsewhere [14], the GOS for the S 2s states are
mapped with high statistical accuracy for the ®rst
time and the K2 range has been extended from a
K2

max of only 9 a.u.ÿ2 to over 40 a.u.ÿ2.
The GOS pro®le for the dipole allowed S

2s�a1g� ! t1u transition decays continuously from
a maximum at K2 � 0. The GOS pro®les for the t2g

and eg dipole forbidden transitions approach zero
at K2 � 0 then increase to a peak at K2 � 8±10
a.u.ÿ2. Surprisingly, the GOS pro®le for the a1g

state is almost independent of K2 and clearly ex-
trapolates to a ®nite value at K2 � 0, indicating
there should be a detectable optical transition. It is
possible that there is a vibronic mechanism active
for S 2s! a1g excitation in the dipole limit. The
peak for the dipole-allowed S 2s�t1u� ! t1u tran-
sition in the optical (total ion yield) spectrum [25]
has a shoulder on the low energy side, in the region
of the a1g state, consistent with the present results.
S 2s transitions to dipole-forbidden states are

Table 5

Values of the Lassettre coe�cients derived from ®ts to the GOS pro®les

f0 ��10ÿ2� f1 f2 ��102� f3 ��102) f1=f0 f2=f0 ��103� f3=f0 ��104�
S 2p

T1u(a1g) 9.1 ÿ6.4 1.6 ÿ12.5 ÿ60 1.8 ÿ1.4

A(t1u) 3.5 2.5 ÿ1.2 11 71 ÿ3.3 3.1

B(t1u) 0.06 1.8 ÿ0.3 2.8 2900 ÿ57 46

T1u(t2g) 21 ÿ5.5 1.0 ÿ6.3 ÿ27 0.5 ÿ0.3

T1u(eg) 19 ÿ5.3 0.7 ÿ2.8 ÿ28 0.4 ÿ0.2

S 2s

A1g(a1g) 1.5 ÿ0.2 0.1 ÿ0.7 ÿ16 0.6 ÿ0.5

T1u(t1u) 3.6 ÿ1.8 0.5 ÿ3.3 ÿ51 1.2 ÿ0.9

T2g(t2g) 0.7 0.6 ÿ0.3 2.8 82 ÿ3.8 3.8

Eg(eg) 1.3 1.2 ÿ0.7 7.9 88 ÿ5.0 5.9

F 1s

T1u(a1g) 10.9 ÿ10.1 4.1 ÿ51 ÿ92 3.7 ÿ4.7

T1u(t1u)a 1.5 ÿ1.5 0.6 ÿ1.4 ÿ98 3.5 ÿ0.9

T1u(t1u)b 12.8 ÿ11.3 4.3 ÿ51 ÿ89 3.9 ÿ4.0

T1u(t2g) 7.2 ÿ7.7 3.6 ÿ54 ÿ108 5.0 ÿ7.5

T1u(eg) 3.4 ÿ3.7 1.9 ÿ37 ÿ110 5.6 ÿ11

a (2a1g, 6t1u)T1u:
b (1eg, 6t1u)T1u:
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clearly enhanced with increasing momentum
transfer. Thus, at high momentum transfer (Fig.
6), the three non-dipole transitions at 237.3 eV
(A1g), 246.9 eV (T2g) and 258.9 eV (Eg) become
relatively more intense than the dipole-allowed
transition at 240.5 eV (T1u). In the strong non-
dipole regime, the A1g transition dominates the
spectrum (Fig. 6). Fig. 9 also plots ®ts of the GOS
pro®les to the modi®ed Lassettre function. The

general trend for alternating signs in the coe�-
cients is consistent with the spectral assignments
[25], which are not controversial.

4.2.3. F 1s
Fig. 10 presents the GOS pro®les for F 1s ex-

citations and for the F 1s continuum of SF6. This

Fig. 10. GOS pro®les for the T1u(a1g), T1u(t1u), T1u(t2g) and

T1u(eg) dipole-coupled F 1s excited states. The absolute GOS

scale was set by atomic continuum normalization [59] (see text

for details). The solid lines are the result of ®ts of the data to the

Lassettre series (Eq. (6)). The optical oscillator strengths esti-

mated from Lassettre ®t extrapolation of the GOS are shown by

the open squares at K2 � 0.

Fig. 9. GOS pro®les for the T1u(t1u) dipole-coupled S 2s excited

state and for the A1u(a1u), T2g(t2g) and Eg(eg) quadrupole-cou-

pled S 2s excited states. The absolute GOS scale was set by

correlating S 2s and S 2p scales in a simultaneous measurement

of both edges under near-dipole conditions. The solid lines are

the result of ®ts of the data to the Lassettre series (Eq. (6)). The

optical oscillator strengths estimated from Lassettre ®t extra-

polation of the GOS are shown by the open squares at K2 � 0.
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is the ®rst report of GOS pro®les for F 1s excita-
tion of SF6. The relative GOS of the F 1s! a1g

transition was extrapolated to K2 � 0 and set to
0.108 per F atom for this transition, the OOS value
for the a1g transition derived by atomic continuum
normalization [59]. The independence of the F 1s
spectral shape on K2 means that atomic continuum
normalization at ®nite K2 is not a signi®cant
source of error.

The group theory analysis shows that there are
®ve dipole accessible F 1s excited states [25]. The
GOS pro®les for each of the ®ve resolvable bands
(1t1u,6a1g)T1u, (2a1g,6t1u)T1u, (1eg,6t1u)T1u, (1t1u,
2t2g)T1u and (1t1u,4eg)T1u are consistent with a di-
pole-allowed character of the transitions. Dipole
transitions may dominate F 1s excitation because
promotions to all ®ve virtual valence orbitals can
occur from either the gerade (2a1g, 1eg) or the
ungerade (1t1u) F 1s molecular orbitals, as required
to ful®ll dipole selection rules. Fig. 10 also plots
®ts of the F 1s GOS pro®les to the modi®ed Las-
settre function. The signs of the coe�cients derived
from ®tting the modi®ed Lassettre function to the
measured F 1s GOS pro®les alternate (Table 4).
This suggests that dipole transitions dominate at
all momentum transfer, in apparent contrast to the
suggestion from a theoretical study of O 1s GOS
pro®les of CO2 [11] that there might be large non-
dipole contributions in cases of core excitation
from symmetry equivalent sites like the F 1s levels
of SF6. Theoretical studies of the GOS pro®les of
SF6 would be of considerable interest to further
investigate this point.

5. Summary

A high performance inelastic electron scattering
spectrometer, optimized for ¯exible studies of
inner-shell electronic excitation using variable
scattering angle and variable impact energy, has
been developed. The instrumentation and proce-
dures used to obtain GOS pro®les have been de-
scribed. The spectrometer performance has been
demonstrated by results on vibrationally resolved
singlet and triplet excitations in CO and by a
detailed study of the GOS pro®les for creating
S 2p, S 2s and F 1s excited states of SF6 over

0:8 < K2 < 40 a.u.ÿ2. The SF6 results con®rm and
greatly extend earlier work [13,25]. They support
our earlier conclusion that the correct method to
determine GOS values is from peak areas with
proper correction for instrumental e�ects such as
geometry-corrections, and kinematic conversion
(Eq. (3)). The absolute GOS reported herein as-
sume that the ®rst-Born approximation is valid at
the impact energies and scattering angles used.
While comparison with theory is required to test
this hypothesis, we do note that a recent theory±
experiment comparison for the GOS for inner shell
excitation of CO2 [11] did conclude the ®rst-Born
approximation is valid over the range of experi-
mental conditions used in this work.
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